LYME DISEASE – THE BIG PICTURE

- Lyme disease is the fastest-growing vector-borne disease in the northern hemisphere. For 2012, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recorded 30,000 surveillance cases in the US but total case numbers are unknown.
- Annual statistics report only a fraction of all cases. The CDC reports “surveillance cases” and the inclusion criteria for this group are very strict. This allows the CDC to track and compare cases across several parameters but it also means that many cases of Lyme disease are never counted. As stated on the CDC website, the surveillance criteria were never intended to be used as diagnostic criteria, nor were they meant to define the entire scope of Lyme disease.
- The CDC also recognizes that under-reporting is common, estimating that annual surveillance cases numbers are likely to be 10 times higher. In August 2013, the CDC reported that cases are likely closer to 300,000, based on a survey of seven national laboratories, a national patient survey and a review of insurance information.
- Despite its stated intention, the CDC actually promotes a narrow definition of Lyme disease. The information it provides to physicians is limited in scope and ignores a large body of scientific research. Misinformed physicians under-diagnose Lyme disease on a grand scale.
- As documented in 4 National Institutes of Health studies, people with Lyme disease may endure great suffering. Symptoms are widespread and variable; they often worsen, leaving patients unable to attend school or work. Some problems may persist following treatment. The societal costs of Lyme-related disabilities are tremendous.

MINNESOTA

- On average, 1 in 3 black-legged ticks (deer ticks) carry *Borrelia burgdorferi*, the bacterial cause of Lyme disease but tick infection rates vary widely on state-wide and local levels. These ticks may also carry other bacteria and parasites (referred to as co-infections), complicating the clinical picture.
- Once thought to be found only in wooded areas, black-legged ticks have expanded their range and are now found across Minnesota, including the 7-county metro. They can be found in tall grass and in suburban edge landscapes.
- The state ranks 8th in the nation, reporting 2,124 surveillance cases to the CDC in 2011.
- MN Department of Health (MDH) distributes inadequate information on tick-borne diseases to physicians, limiting their knowledge and understanding of these complicated illnesses.

DIAGNOSIS

- A rash may appear at the site within 2-30 days of the bite and is indicative of infection. The typical rash is oval and uniformly colored; untreated, it expands and clears over several weeks. Only 10-20% of Lyme rashes have the classic “bull’s-eye” appearance. CDC data demonstrates that 30% of the reported cases developed a rash.
- Available blood tests for Lyme disease are unreliable. They are insensitive and often irreproducible.
- Lyme blood tests measure the level of antibodies directed against *Borrelia burgdorferi*. Measurable levels may take 2-6 weeks to develop; thus, tests done early in infection may be negative, even when the bacterium is present.
Lyme Disease Fact Sheet

- If given early in the infection, antibiotics may turn off the antibody response prematurely, before adequate levels are achieved. If treatment is inadequate, patients remain infected but their tests may be negative; this clinical situation is called seronegative Lyme disease.
- Lyme disease is a clinical diagnosis, based on exposure to black-legged ticks, symptoms and exam findings. Testing may confirm a diagnosis but it cannot rule Lyme disease in or out.
- Co-infections, such as babesiosis and anaplasmosis, are common in MN; their symptoms overlap those of Lyme disease, further complicating the diagnostic process.

TREATMENT

- *Borrelia burgdorferi* can attack any system in the body, resulting in a wide and variable array of symptoms. Treatment regimens are based on disease stage and the body systems involved.
- *Borrelia burgdorferi* is highly adaptable. Multiple animal studies and human care reports have demonstrated persistent infections following commonly used antibiotic treatments.
- For these reasons, tick-borne infections require individualized care and treating physicians must use their clinical judgment.
- Unfortunately, the CDC and MDH promote the use of rigid treatment regimens, based on a handful of flawed studies, while simultaneously dismissing reports from patients and their treating physicians that contradict the usefulness of such approaches.
- With few physicians adequately trained in the appropriate diagnosis and treatment of tick-borne diseases, thousands of patients are left without access to the treatment they need, becoming sicker and less likely to fully recover the longer they go without care.

MINNESOTA LYME ASSOCIATION

- Our mission is two-fold: to provide a supportive environment for people affected by Lyme and other tick-borne diseases and to educate the public and health professionals in the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of these diseases.
- To fulfill our mission, MLA:
  - Meets 2nd Tues of every month, First Lutheran Church of White Bear Lake
  - Hosts monthly support group meetings throughout the state
  - Provides credentialed speakers covering a wide range of Lyme-related topics
  - Sponsors accredited continuing education courses on tick-borne diseases for physicians and nurses
  - Offers scholarships to physicians to attend the annual International Lyme and Associated Diseases physician training
  - Hosts a booth at the Minnesota Family Physician Conference to introduce physicians to new Lyme disease information
  - Participates at the Minnesota Academy of Family Physicians Spring Refresher and Physician Assistant Conference
  - Presents information on tick-borne diseases to the public via large-scale events such as Linwood Days, the Minnesota Horse Expo and Warner Nature Center Fall Color Blast, and smaller community-based gatherings
  - Accepts speaking invitations from private clubs and organizations
  - Collaborates with lawmakers and elected officials on Lyme-friendly legislation and policies
The Need for Clinical Judgment in the Diagnosis and Treatment of Lyme Disease

Elizabeth L. Maloney, M.D.

ABSTRACT

Clinical practice guidelines are increasing in number. Unfortunately, when scientific evidence is uncertain, limited, or evolving, as is often the case, conflict often arises between guideline committees and practicing physicians, who bear the direct responsibility for the care of individual patients. The 2006 Infectious Diseases Society of America guidelines for Lyme disease, which have limited scientific support, caused, if implemented, limit the clinical discretion of treating physicians and the treatment options available to patients.

Introduction

Clinical practice guidelines are now ubiquitous throughout the United States. The National Guidelines Clearinghouse, under the category “diseases,” currently lists 2,126 separate guidelines on its website. Clinical guidelines are intended to assist physicians in patient care by clearly communicating the results of the guideline committees’ evaluation of available therapeutic options. However, the processes by which individual guidelines are constructed may be unclear, leading to disagreements between the issuing committee and the physicians who treat patients—physicians who may well be as experienced and knowledgeable as the guideline committee.

The 2006 Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA) guidelines for Lyme disease were released in the fall of that year and were soon the focus of an antitrust suit brought by Connecticut’s attorney general. A settlement between the two sides was announced on May 1, 2008; it called for the scaling of a new panel and a comprehensive review of the evidence, including a hearing to allow for presentation of divergent medical points of view. This article reviews the 2006 IDSA Lyme guidelines regarding the impact various recommendations may have on the use of clinical judgment in the diagnosis and treatment of patients with Lyme disease.

Clinical Judgment in the Diagnosis of Lyme Disease

The IDSA in its 2006 Lyme disease guidelines states:

Clinical findings are sufficient for the diagnosis of erythema migrans, but clinical findings alone are not sufficient for diagnosis of extracutaneous manifestations of Lyme disease or for diagnosis of [human granulocytic anaplasmosis] HGA or babesiosis. Diagnostic testing performed in laboratories with excellent quality-control procedures is required for confirmation of extra-cutaneous Lyme disease. HGA, and babesiosis. Initially, the statement appears innocuous: laboratory confirmation of any diagnosis is always reassuring. But here the guidelines panel goes a step further. By requiring lab confirmation, it sets up a diagnostic hierarchy in which testing supersedes clinical judgment, negative results on indirect laboratory assessments of infection override carefully constructed clinical assessments, and tests are deemed infallible.

Yet, this diagnostic scheme is fallible. Consider the situation in which 100 patients with undiagnosed Lyme disease seek medical attention for evaluation of fever, headache, fatigue, and body aches occurring at the end of June. Recall that CDC data indicate that erythema migrans (EM) rashes are reported in 69% of patients meeting the surveillance case definition, and that the guidelines recommend two-tier serologic testing of patients lacking the diagnostic rash. In the two-tier scheme, patients are first tested with an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) or indirect fluorescent antibody (IFA) test, and those with positive or equivocal results are then tested with Western blotting; patients who are negative on ELISA are not tested further. Trevejo et al. found the sensitivity of two-tier testing in early Lyme disease to be 29%-32%; Bacon et al. found it to be 38%. As Table 1 demonstrates, the laboratory confirmation requirement is problematic; as many as 22% of early Lyme disease patients would go untreated.

Clearly, this is unacceptable: patients would be left untreated at the stage when therapy is most efficacious. Owing to the potential for false negative results in these circumstances, Steere et al. suggested that physicians consider treating patients with “summerflu” symptoms. The need for such a suggestion emphasizes the principal reason for this challenge—laboratory confirmation requirements undermine the value and primacy of clinical data and may impede care, as would be the case in this very common clinical scenario.

The same problem with laboratory confirmation holds true for late neurologic Lyme disease. Starting again with 100 patients who have undiagnosed Lyme disease and objective, non-EM findings, 43%-56% would be misdiagnosed because of deficits in laboratory capabilities, as shown in Table 2. In late Lyme, sensitivity of the testing procedure was found to be 44% by Ledue et al. and 57% by Dressler et al.

The low sensitivity of two-tier testing in late neurologic Lyme disease can be traced back to the original paper by Dressler et al., from which the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
Most Common Signs and Symptoms in Late Neurologic Lyme Disease

- Memory loss
- Fatigue
- Headache
- Sensory loss
- Spatial or directional disorientation
- Depression
- Sleep disturbances
- Diabetic neuropathy
- Inability
- Difficulty in finding words
- Fibromyalgia
- Hearing loss

![Figure 1. Frequency of Various Signs and Symptoms in Late Neurologic Lyme Disease](image)

took its IgG Western blot criteria. After identifying the 10 bands on Western blotting that yielded the highest specificity in a retrospective study, Dressler et al. then tested the criteria in a prospective study. In that study, the paper reports that 21 of 29 patients with neuroborreliosis had positive IgG Western blot results, yielding a sensitivity of 72%. The ELISA used by Dressler et al. had a sensitivity of 79%. Performing the tests sequentially, as is done in two-tier testing, results in an overall sensitivity of 57% (79% x 72%). With the two-tier sensitivity for late Lyme disease roughly 50%, a negative result does not inform physicians, but may easily lead them astray.

Other studies on the two-tier strategy yield different and higher values for sensitivity. Some studies speak of the "relative sensitivity" of a test rather than the true sensitivity. The disagreement between studies investigating the sensitivity of various testing methodologies for Lyme disease indicates a problem with test reliability, which has been the subject of other papers. If the serologic tests for Lyme disease were equally reliable, sensitivity would be nearly identical across studies of similar, and appropriate, design. (A full discussion on the limitations of serologic testing is beyond the scope of this paper.)

Other methods available to support or confirm a clinical diagnosis of Lyme disease in the absence of an EM have low sensitivity (polymerase chain reaction [PCR] of cerebrospinal fluid and blood), may be invasive, or are not clinically available.

With serologic testing being insensitive, clinical data—the history and physical examination—become even more important. Relying on clinical data to make a diagnosis is not unique to Lyme disease. One study on the relative values of history, physical examination, and diagnostic studies found that internists used history alone to establish the correct diagnosis in 76% of test cases. Another found that in distributing a 100% total relative value between these three types of data, clinical faculty valued history at 63.5%, physical examination at 19.2%, and laboratory/imaging data at 17.5%. Such evidence establishes that the diagnostic hierarchy proposed by the guidelines is inconsistent with the way medicine is practiced.

A Lyme disease history begins with the potential for exposure. This history, while a key element, is not always enlightening. Patients may be unaware of whether they live/work/recreate in a Lyme-endemic area; they may forget about vacations in endemic areas. Questions regarding tick bites may lead to inappropriate ruling out Lyme disease; in one study on erythema migrans, only 14% of the patients recalled being bitten by a tick.

Clinically, and in keeping with its multisystemic nature, Lyme disease has been described as being "symptom rich, exam poor." Symptoms may be specific or nonspecific, mundane or unusual, acute or chronic: some are prognostic. Some physicians have been criticized for "seeing Lyme everywhere" in that they recognize scores of symptoms beyond EM rashes, Bell's palsy, and arthritis as being associated with Lyme disease. Yet, early researchers also noted these symptoms. In a treatment trial on early Lyme disease, Massarotti et al. found that subjects reported the following symptoms: 56% had headache; 42%, stiff neck, with 19% having pain with neck flexion; 14%, dysestesia; 11%, photophobia; and 4%, facial palsy. Consider these symptoms from Logigian et al., shown in Figure 1.

The wide array of Lyme disease symptoms is consistent with Borrelia burgdorferi's ability to infect multiple organ systems, nervous system involvement creates the potential for varied and atypical symptoms. Common symptoms include: EM rash, fever, fatigue, headache, neck pain, joint or muscle pain, paresthesias, memory impairment, weakness of facial muscles, mood disorders, neuropathic pain. A compendium of manifestations by system is given in Table 3.

**Table 3. Lyme Disease Manifestations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General</th>
<th>Neurological and Sensory Systems</th>
<th>Psychiatric</th>
<th>Manifestations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Headache and nausea</td>
<td>Headache, mood or anxiety</td>
<td>Mood swings, irritability</td>
<td>Malaise, fatigue, headache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial paresthesia</td>
<td>Facial weakness or tingling</td>
<td>Disorientation</td>
<td>Myalgia, arthralgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parotid swelling</td>
<td>Perioral numbness</td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Fatigue, dizziness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial edema</td>
<td>Bell's palsy</td>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Headache, fatigue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial nerve palsy</td>
<td>Facial neuralgia</td>
<td>Mood changes</td>
<td>Headache, paresthesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular pain</td>
<td>Orbital neuralgia</td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Memory loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular paresis</td>
<td>Ocular neuritis</td>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Fatigue, headache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular inflammation</td>
<td>Ocular palsy</td>
<td>Mood changes</td>
<td>Fatigue, dizziness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular pain</td>
<td>Ocular neuritis</td>
<td>Mood swings</td>
<td>Fatigue, headache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular paresis</td>
<td>Ocular palsy</td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Fatigue, dizziness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular inflammation</td>
<td>Ocular neuritis</td>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Memory loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular pain</td>
<td>Ocular palsy</td>
<td>Mood changes</td>
<td>Memory loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular paresis</td>
<td>Ocular neuritis</td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Fatigue, dizziness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular inflammation</td>
<td>Ocular palsy</td>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Fatigue, headache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular pain</td>
<td>Ocular neuritis</td>
<td>Mood changes</td>
<td>Memory loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular paresis</td>
<td>Ocular palsy</td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Fatigue, dizziness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular inflammation</td>
<td>Ocular neuritis</td>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Fatigue, headache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular pain</td>
<td>Ocular palsy</td>
<td>Mood changes</td>
<td>Memory loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular paresis</td>
<td>Ocular neuritis</td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Fatigue, dizziness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular inflammation</td>
<td>Ocular palsy</td>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Fatigue, headache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular pain</td>
<td>Ocular neuritis</td>
<td>Mood changes</td>
<td>Memory loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular paresis</td>
<td>Ocular palsy</td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Fatigue, dizziness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular inflammation</td>
<td>Ocular neuritis</td>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Fatigue, headache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular pain</td>
<td>Ocular palsy</td>
<td>Mood changes</td>
<td>Memory loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular paresis</td>
<td>Ocular neuritis</td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Fatigue, dizziness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular inflammation</td>
<td>Ocular palsy</td>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Fatigue, headache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular pain</td>
<td>Ocular neuritis</td>
<td>Mood changes</td>
<td>Memory loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular paresis</td>
<td>Ocular palsy</td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Fatigue, dizziness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular inflammation</td>
<td>Ocular neuritis</td>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Fatigue, headache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular pain</td>
<td>Ocular palsy</td>
<td>Mood changes</td>
<td>Memory loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular paresis</td>
<td>Ocular neuritis</td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Fatigue, dizziness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular inflammation</td>
<td>Ocular palsy</td>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Fatigue, headache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular pain</td>
<td>Ocular neuritis</td>
<td>Mood changes</td>
<td>Memory loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular paresis</td>
<td>Ocular palsy</td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Fatigue, dizziness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular inflammation</td>
<td>Ocular neuritis</td>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Fatigue, headache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular pain</td>
<td>Ocular palsy</td>
<td>Mood changes</td>
<td>Memory loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular paresis</td>
<td>Ocular neuritis</td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Fatigue, dizziness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular inflammation</td>
<td>Ocular palsy</td>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Fatigue, headache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular pain</td>
<td>Ocular neuritis</td>
<td>Mood changes</td>
<td>Memory loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular paresis</td>
<td>Ocular palsy</td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Fatigue, dizziness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular inflammation</td>
<td>Ocular neuritis</td>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Fatigue, headache</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is the multisystemic nature of the illness that provides physicians with useful diagnostic information. In fact, with the exception of an isolated EM rash or swollen joint, patients with symptoms restricted to a single system are unlikely to have Lyme disease. Recognizing the potential for disease is different from “seeing it everywhere.” Failure to recognize Lyme disease may lead to serious harm, as antibodies are delayed and the infection is unchecked.

The nonspecific nature of many Lyme disease symptoms leads some to suggest that such symptoms hold no diagnostic value. Lyme disease is like many other illnesses that present with nonspecific and often subtle symptoms—symptoms that may go unrecognized by physicians. Examples include hypothyroidism, ovarian cancer, and acute subendocardial myocardial infarction. What gives the individual symptoms of Lyme disease value is their occurrence in clusters: a single symptom means little but four or five may, for all practical purposes, make the case. Just as abdominal bloating, urinary urgency, and pelvic pain raise “red flags” for gynecologists, the combination of fatigue, paresthesias, arthralgias, and memory complaints presenting in a single patient commands the attention of physicians aware of these potential Lyme disease symptoms.

Steere et al. noted that patients with early Lyme disease who lacked an EM rash presented with an average of four or more symptoms. Fever, chills, malaise, and myalgia, all nonspecific, were present in 46%-71% of the patients with definite Lyme disease alone. In this group, it was the clustering of nonspecific symptoms in the appropriate setting that led to the correct diagnosis of Lyme disease. Logigian et al. also noted the nonspecific nature of identifying symptoms: “The most common form of chronic central nervous system involvement in our patients was subacute encephalopathy affecting memory, mood, and sleep, sometimes with subtle disturbances in language. Diagnosis of this condition may be difficult because the typical symptoms are nonspecific.” [emphasis added] To provide a clinical level of diagnostic sensitivity higher than two-tier testing, physicians need to recognize the symptom clusters and maintain a high index of suspicion for Lyme disease.

Symptoms not only form the basis of disease identification, they may also inform on prognosis. Dysesthesias, paresthesias, multiple EM lesions, increased irritability, persistent fatigue, headache, stiff neck, and increased severity of the initial illness were associated by various investigators in the early Lyme disease treatment trials with an increased risk of treatment failure. Symptoms were also used in the trials as indicators that a strategy was working or needed to be altered.

Findings on physical exam are usually subtle and limited; they may be variably present. The more common findings include: solitary or multiple EM lesions, manifestations of cranial nerves (such as extracranial palsies, paresthesia, decreased facial sensation, facial nerve palsy, decreased hearing), swollen and tender joints, diminished sensation, and motor weakness. Cognitive deficits are usually not readily apparent on mental status testing, but patients may be disorganized or slow to respond to questions. A lack of physical findings does not necessarily indicate that the symptoms in those cases cannot be corroborated with objective evidence. Helperin et al. studied 14 patients with complaints of distal paresthesias; 10 had completely normal sensory, motor and reflex findings on examination, three had only mild sensory loss, and one had moderate sensory and motor loss coupled with decreased reflexes. All underwent EMG testing: 13 of the 14 had “significant neurophysiologic findings.” Logigian et al. also found that detailed neuropsychometric testing could reveal cognitive deficits that were not apparent on routine mental status testing. Cost and time constraints do not allow for such complete testing in a community setting, but the studies suggest that with sufficiently detailed testing, objective evidence may be discovered and the subjective data supported. The absence of findings does not equal absence of disease.

Even the EM rash has a variable presentation that may cause less informed physicians to miss it. An EM lesion may have one or more of the following characteristics: homogeneously erythematous color, prominent central clearing, target-like appearance, central vesicles or pustules, partially purpurae, and not scaly, unless topical corticosteroid creams have been applied or the rash is old and fading. An EM rash must be distinguished from: tick bite hypersensitivity reactions, insect or spider bites, contact dermatitis, bacterial cellulitis, and tinea. An interesting study in JAMA compared responses from physicians in endemic and nonendemic areas with regard to what percentage of EM rashes in their practices had central clearing. Physicians from endemic areas thought it was 19%, while those from nonendemic estimated 80%. The authors did not give a reason for the disparity; possibilities include B. burgdorferi strain variation or physician experience. The variable presentation of the EM rash, coupled with the fact that it does not manifest in 32% of patients, makes it unwise to rely on EM as the only manifestation of Lyme disease that has clinical diagnostic utility.

Physicians use pattern recognition as a common diagnostic heuristic. These cognitive “shortcuts,” when used properly, allow physicians to move quickly to the correct diagnosis. Pattern recognition transforms exposure, individual symptoms, and the course of illness into a unified diagnosis; it is why some physicians specifically see “Lyme disease” when colleagues see only a generalized “positive review of systems.” For physicians unfamiliar with the pattern of Lyme disease, serologic testing, combined with clinical data, offers the potential for reaching the correct diagnosis. However, serology alone cannot confirm or deny presence of infection. In Lyme disease, there is no testing shortcut.

Furthermore, diagnostic criteria are situational. Clinical criteria are constructed to diagnose and treat ill patients. Research criteria are constructed to test a hypothesis in a uniform group of subjects; researchers have no duty to those excluded from the trial. Surveillance criteria are much the same, the goal being selection of a homogeneous patient subset that can be observed over time and treatment. The difference between these situations is an important consideration. This distinction is highlighted by these comments from CDC epidemiologist Dr. Paul Mead:

A clinical diagnosis is made for the purpose of treating an individual patient and should consider the many details associated with that patient’s illness. Surveillance case definitions are created for the purpose of standardization, not patient care; they exist so that health officials can reasonably compare the number and distribution of “cases” over space and time. Whereas physicians appropriately err on the side of over-diagnosis, thereby assuring they don’t miss a case.
surveillance case definitions appropriately err on the side of specificity, thereby assuring that they do not inadvertently capture illnesses due to other conditions.\textsuperscript{32}

Recognition of the differing goals allows knowledgeable physicians the discretion to diagnose Lyme disease in patients lacking the five of 10 bands required for admission into the surveillance group.\textsuperscript{32} Failure to acknowledge the distinction results in many patients with Lyme disease remaining undiagnosed and untreated.

Mandatory laboratory confirmation of clinical diagnoses, as advanced in the 2006 IDSA guidelines, reverses the roles of clinical and laboratory data in the diagnostic process and hierarchy. Substituting laboratory tests for physician judgment is not clinically sound, particularly when laboratory tests lack sensitivity. This recommendation is a change from the 2000 IDSA guidelines on Lyme disease, but the 2006 panel did not discuss the reasons for this change nor cite any references from the literature to support it.\textsuperscript{30} Guideline developers have identified the need for reconciliation between new and former versions of the same disease guidelines;\textsuperscript{30} the IDSA, itself, endorsed the reconciliation process, yet it did not occur in this instance.

Correctly diagnosing extracutaneous Lyme disease can be difficult. The importance of clinically derived data has been demonstrated repeatedly, as have the weaknesses of serologic testing. At this time, Lyme disease should remain a clinical diagnosis, with testing playing a supportive role.

\textbf{Clinical Judgment in Management of Patients with Lyme Disease}

Clinical judgment is required to appropriately manage patient care. Patient management is an evolutionary process, not a static state; ongoing assessment allows for refinement of the original diagnosis or the search for new one. Lyme disease is no exception to this rule; yet the 2006 IDSA guidelines reduce clinical management to a one-size-fits-all approach quickly chosen from a table.\textsuperscript{3} Clinical judgment is especially important when the clinical picture is unclear and laboratory data unhelpful. After careful investigation of other potential diagnoses, physicians may need to perform an empiric treatment trial as a diagnostic modality. The use of such trials extends well beyond Lyme disease. For example, patients with nonspecific epigastric pain may be offered "GI cocktails" as a means to both diagnose and treat the condition.

Clinical decision-making in Lyme disease requires ongoing information; the longitudinal treatment trials on Lyme disease demonstrated the value of this data. Historical and physical examination data were gathered at defined points; on some occasions the information was used to alter the treatment protocol (investigators withdrew or re-treated some subjects).\textsuperscript{36,37,38} Follow-up visits in many of the studies on Lyme disease demonstrated a positive correlation between reported symptomatic changes and subsequent physical findings or test results.\textsuperscript{36,37} Long-term follow-up extending beyond the active treatment phase provides researchers, as well as physicians in clinical practice, the ability to discern the difference between placebo and treatment effects.\textsuperscript{37}

Clinical judgment in Lyme disease requires physicians to weigh risk-benefit concerns with individual patients.\textsuperscript{37} Treatment risks for the patient include potential adverse effects from antibiotic therapy (including risks associated with medication administration), costs associated with therapy, and lifestyle changes to accommodate treatment.\textsuperscript{38} Patient benefits include improved health with attendant improvement in quality of life and lower medical costs following recovery. Antibiotic therapy, including long-term oral antibiotics, is generally safe and well tolerated.\textsuperscript{38} A meta-analysis on the risks associated with intravenous (IV) access of various types found that peripheral intravenous catheters cause 0.5 bloodstream infections per 1,000 intravascular device (IVD) days while surgically implanted long-term central venous devices—cuffed and tunneled catheters—cause 1.6 infections per 1,000 IVD-days.\textsuperscript{38} Data from Lyme disease treatment trials can inform on the risk of IV antibiotic therapy in this patient population. Table 4 reports the complication rates in the treatment groups of Lyme disease studies which used IV ceftriaxone for a minimum of 30 days.\textsuperscript{38} Significant adverse events included medication-related events (severe allergic reactions, gall bladder toxicity, Clostridium difficile enterocolitis, renal failure) and catheter-related events (skin infiltration, infection, and thrombosis).

Adverse events in the Fallon study\textsuperscript{38} are considerably higher than in the others; reasons are unknown, and the small sample size makes it difficult to draw conclusions. There were three cases of ceftriaxone allergy in the 23 patients; this 13% allergic rate is higher than expected.\textsuperscript{38} Thrombi developed in two patients, but the paper does not provide details of the site of the peripherally inserted central catheter (PICC) or its specific type. Additional studies are needed to delineate the risk of IV antibiotic therapy extending beyond 30 days in better detail, and to determine whether there would be opportunities to minimize those factors contributing to the total risk.

There are also risks to the patient associated with failure to treat a continuing infection.\textsuperscript{38} These include declining health, decreased productivity, a potential for increased costs as more health-related services are required, and costs related to palliative medications (including their potential adverse effects).\textsuperscript{38,39}

The IDSA guidelines raise concerns about the impact longer treatment regimens may have on society.\textsuperscript{1} While these concerns should not sway treating physicians who are entrusted with the care of individual patients, the concerns merit some comments. The guidelines authors focus attention on treatment risks to society, citing additional costs and the potential for increased bacterial resistance in the community.\textsuperscript{1} However, the authors ignored potential benefits to society from such treatment regimens. These benefits include improved health in the community, increased production from previously ill patients, and potential for success in this patient population to inform treatment decisions in other groups.\textsuperscript{40,41}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Days of IV antibiotic</th>
<th>IVD Days</th>
<th>Significant Adverse Events (%)</th>
<th>Adverse Event Rate/1,000 IVD Days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loggien1999\textsuperscript{3}</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klopner 2001\textsuperscript{3}</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>2 (3.1%)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krupp 2003\textsuperscript{4}</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>1 (3.8%)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fallon 2008\textsuperscript{5}</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1610</td>
<td>6 (28.1%)</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>4910</td>
<td>9 (6.8%)</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textbf{Table 4. Medication and IV Device Complications in Studies of Lyme Disease}
Additionally, there are societal risks from not treating; these include ever increasing expenses for a chronically ill subpopulation and lost productivity from ill workers. In the individual patient, the decision to treat or to prolong treatment may depend on the length of time between onset of illness and diagnosis; severity of the patient’s presenting symptoms; presence of neurological symptoms; whether the course of the illness is progressive; whether the illness significantly affects the patient’s quality of life or functional abilities; presence of untreated co-infections; the patient’s immune system status; whether diagnostic tests, symptoms or treatment response suggest ongoing infection; the patient’s response to treatment; which medications the patient can tolerate; the specifics of prior treatment regarding antibiotic type, dose, and duration; whether the patient relapses when treatment is withdrawn; the risks/benefits of the treatment approach under consideration; and availability of any alternative treatment approaches and their attendant risks balanced against the risks associated with failing to treat. These highly individualized decisions are best made by the treating physician and the patient.

The controversy over antibiotic treatment duration for patients with Lyme disease exists because there is no test of cure, and individual patient responses to specific therapeutic approaches have been highly variable. Lyme disease, in many patients, is marked by periods when the illness is relatively quiescent.

Lacking a test of cure, physicians who do not rely on arbitrary cut-off points are faced with a difficult decision when attempting to determine an appropriate stopping point. Mixed results from the treatment trials add to the uncertainty.

The variable response to treatment has been well documented, the causes remain unclear, as scientific evidence in this area is still evolving. Early hypotheses of autoimmune processes have not been substantiated; persistent infection, however, has been demonstrated in case reports and animal studies. Patients with Lyme disease are a heterogeneous group. Genetic variation may play a role in pathogenesis and treatment response. Just as HLA status may be related to treatment response in Lyme arthritis, the response in patients with other types of Lyme disease pathology may be based on some yet to be discovered genetic subtype.

Variation in infecting strains of B. burgdorferi certainly is a factor. More than 100 strains of B. burgdorferi have been identified. Certain strains are more virulent and pathogenic than others; instances of antibiotic susceptibility varying between strains is well documented. Coinfections and comorbidities also contribute to the heterogeneity of treatment response seen in Lyme disease. *Ixodes scapularis* is able to carry multiple known bacterial, viral, and parasitic pathogens, and evidence for additional tick-borne pathogens continues to emerge. Different combinations of pathogens require different treatment regimens: failure to identify and treat the specific pathogens causing an illness may partially explain variations in treatment responses.

As explained by Kravitz et al., "[h]eterogeneity of treatment effects reflects patient diversity to risk of disease, responsiveness to treatment, vulnerability to adverse effects, and utility for different outcomes." Kravitz et al. discuss the application of generalized, or averaged, results from treatment trials to the care of an individual patient, and pitfalls inherent in applying them too strictly, noting that "misapplying averages can cause harm, by either giving patients treatments which do not help or denying patients treatments that would help them." The individual patient is not a numeric average but, rather, falls somewhere on the continuum of the bell curve and, hence, requires individualized care.

Clinical guidelines should not supplant the judgment of treating physicians. Quality patient care requires the physician to consider management decisions in the light of the details unique to each patient. When guideline recommendations are substituted for carefully derived, individualized decisions, there is a potential for harm. The American Academy of Pediatrics policy statement on guideline development recognizes this principle. The document outlines how evidentiary strength and risk-benefit analyses are integrated to yield a specific recommendation level. For example, strongly positive recommendations require benefits to clearly exceed risks, and supporting evidence must be of excellent quality.

In this scheme, strong recommendations are not made based on low-quality evidence or expert opinion. Options identify treatment alternatives. Options recognize patient preferences and respect the clinician’s decision-making process. The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force also recognizes scenarios in which the certainty of the evidence is low. In those situations, no recommendation is made, regardless of the perceived net magnitude of benefit or harm. Additionally, the Task Force advocates shared decision-making between individual patients and their physicians, instead of population-based recommendations, when issues under consideration are highly sensitive to patient utilities.

Guideline committees are not in a position to perform risk-benefit analyses for specific patients. Patient-specific risk-benefit analyses are the essence of clinical judgment. Such judgments are the domain of individual treating physicians; guideline committees may inform judgments through their evaluation of therapeutic options, but they may not substitute their judgments for those of the treating physicians. A recent *JAMA* editorial by Stancyfelt and Centor said as much: "Guidelines are not patient-specific enough to be useful and rarely allow for individualization of care. Most guidelines have a one-size-fits-all mentality and do not build flexibility or contextualization into the recommendations." While the 2006 IDSA guidelines contain the typical legal disclaimer that "they are not intended to supplant physician judgment with respect to particular patients or special clinical situations," formulaic disclaimers cannot overcome the failure of the guidelines to provide treatment options and to recognize the role of clinical judgment in individualized care. These shortcomings cannot be addressed in boilerplate disclaimers; they can only be addressed in the substance of the guidelines.

Available laboratory tests for Lyme disease have poor sensitivity. Treatment trials cited in the guidelines for early Lyme disease were dissimilar, making it hard to compare outcomes. Those for late neurologic Lyme disease involved only 96 patients whose treatment responses can be analyzed. Both the early and late treatment trials yielded poor outcome rates for complete recovery. The prophylaxis recommendation is based on a single
study performed under conditions unlikely to be reproduced in community practices, and the list of "not recommended" therapeutic modalities is apparently based on panel opinion. Given the limits of guidelines in general, and the specific shortcomings of the 2006 IDSA guidelines on Lyme disease, patients and their physicians should be free to act without interference; many may justifiably decide to decide for themselves which strategy to embrace.

Elizabeth L. Maloney, M.D., is a family physician from a Lyme disease endemic area in Minnesota. Contact: P.O. Box 84, Wyoming, WY 55052, tel. (651) 662-0912; email bettymal0203@yahoo.com.
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The Management of *Ixodes scapularis* Bites in the Upper Midwest

Elizabeth L. Maloney, MD


**Abstract**

*Ixodes scapularis*, commonly referred to as the deer tick, is the vector of Lyme disease and anaplasmosis; both illnesses are endemic to the upper Midwest. Avoidance of *I scapularis* bites is the primary preventative strategy for both infections. Antibiotic prophylaxis has been demonstrated to prevent Lyme disease, but similar studies have not investigated antibiotic prophylaxis for the prevention of anaplasmosis. Thus, recommendations regarding the management of *I scapularis* bites are focused on the prevention of Lyme disease. This paper reviews the prevailing antibiotic prophylaxis recommendation for Lyme disease and the evidence supporting it. Given the additional risk of acquiring anaplasmosis from an *I scapularis* bite in the upper Midwest, this paper proposes an alternative regimen for antibiotic prophylaxis in this region.
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